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Abstract.  Measure Theory plays an important role in many questions of the 
Mathematics. The notion of a measure being introduced as a generalization of a notion 
of a segment’s size made many of limiting processes be a formal procedure, and by 
this reason  stood very productive in  the questions of  Harmonic analysis ([1-6]). 
Discovery of the Haar measure was a valuable event for the harmonic analysis in the 
topological groups. It stood clear that many of measures, particularly, the product of 
Lebesgue measure could be considered as a Haar measure. The product measure has 
many important properties concerning projections (see [1,3]). The theorems of Fubini 
and Tonelly made it very useful in applications. 
In this work we introduce a new measure in infinite dimensional unite cube 
 ]1,0[]1,0[ . We use the Tichonoff metric to define a set function in the algebra 
generated by open balls defining their measure in product meaning. By this way we 
introduce a new measure in infinite dimensional unite cube different from the Haar or 
product measures and discuss some its properties. 
Main difference between the introduced measure and product measure connec-
ted with the property: let we are given with a infinite family of open balls every of 
which does not contain any other with total finite measure; then they have an empty 
intersection. Consequently, every point contained in by a finite number of considered 
balls only. 
This property does not satisfied by cylinder sets. For example, let 
 IIID 11 ,  IIID 122 ,… 
,...2,1),)1/(,0[],1,0[ 22  kkkII k  
It clear that every of these cylinder sets does not contain any other, but their 
intersection is not empty (contains the point (0,0,…)). This makes two measures 
currently different. 
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1. Introduction. 
Let’s enter the Tichonoff metric in the unite cube   ,...2,1,10|  nxx nn  as below: 
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here  )(),( nn yyxx . Let's define the ball of a radius 0r  and a centre    by the 
equality  
 rxdхrB  ),(|),(  . 
It is best known that in the cube   a product Lebesgue measure may be introduced (see [1, 
p. 219]). There is also another construction of a measure called a Haar measure. The Haar 
measure is a measure defined in the locally compact topological groups. It was proven also 
uniqueness of this measure (see [2, p.241]). Many of measures used in various brunches of the 
mathematics could be considered as a Haar measure. Particularly, the product of Lebesgue mea- 
sures in   is a Haar measure (with an errow of null set).  
Our goal here is to define a new measure different from mentioned above  measures. For 
the construction we shall use open balls  instead of cylinder sets. Despite that they generate the 
same  -algebra we get a different measure. In the literature it was observed that measurable in 
Haar meaning sets, in general, does not allow appoximations by open balls (see [7]). The 
constructed example is very special. Here we show that the case not casual, and show the cause 
way this happens in infinite dimensional unite cube (see lemma 2 below).    
2. Construction of a new measure 
Definition 1. Let NN : be any one to one mapping of the set of natural numbers. If 
for any mn >  there is a natural number m  such that nn =)( , then we call   a finite 
permutation. A subset A  is called to be  finite-symmetric if for any element An )(=   
and any finite permutation   one has An )(= )( . 
Let   to denote the set of all finite permutations. We shall define on this set a product of 
two finite permutations as a composition of mappings. Then   becomes a group which contains 
each group of  n  degree permutations as a subgroup (we consider each n  degree permutation   
as a finite permutation in the sense of definition 1, i. e. we put mm =)(  when nm > ). The set 
  is a countable set and we can arrange its elements in a sequence.  
 Let  , }|{=)(    and )(  to mean the closed set of all limit points of the 
sequence )( . For real t  we denote })({=}{ ntt   where )(= n . Let   to denote the 
product of linear Lebesgue measures m  given on the interval [0,1]: mm= .  
 To construct the measure let’s consider the open ball  
 rxdхrB  )0,(|),0( 0  
in the cube   1|0  nn xxx . Since 1|| nx  then for the natural number N  we have 
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Taking arbitrarily small real number 0  we get 
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when 1log  eN . Therefore,  
  ]1,0[),0(),0(]1,0[),0( rBrBrB NN  , 
where ),0( rBN  denotes  the projection of the ball ),0( rB  to the subspace of first N coordinates. 
Then, for the volume )(rN  of the projection ),0( rBN  we have (see [8] or [9, p.319]): 
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and the last integral is an surface integral over the surface M defined by the equation 
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here   is a norm of the gradient of linear function on the left side of the latest equality, i.e. 
Nee 2221    . 
Defining 1u  from (2) we get 
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So, we have 
)(rN - )(  rN
N2 .       
By taking the greatest N , satisfying the condition 1log  eN , i.е. 1][log 1  eN , we may 
write Ne  2 . Then from the last inequality it is follows that 
)(rN - )(  rN 02
2  NN e , 
as N , or as 0 . Since ]1,0[),0(),0(1  rBrB NN  then the sequence  )(rN  is mono-
tonically decreasing. So, it is bounded below by )2/(
0
rN , with 0N 1]2[log
1  er . Therefore,  
there exists a limit 
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which we are accepting as a measure of the ball ),0( rB .   
The measure of the ball in   we define as a limit of the measures of intersections 
 ]1,0[),( rBN   as N , where N  defined for given   as above. The measure of the 
complement of the ball ),( rB   is defined simply as )),((1 rB   or as a limit of measures of 
complements ),(\]1,0[  rBN
N , as 0 .  
Consider now a union kAA 1  every component iA  of which is some ball in   
(naturally, with the different centers and radiuses) or it’s complement. The measure of this union 
we define as above. Fixing 0  we replace the components iA  by cylinder sets with a “tower” 
),( rBN  , if it is a ball, or with a “tower”  
),(\]1,0[  rBN
N , 
if it is a complement of the ball. We get then a union  
),( iiN
i
rC  , 
with components ),( iiN rC   every of which being either ),( rBN   or ),(\]1,0[  rBN
N . The set 
we have got has an N -dimensional Lebesgue measure. The   is taken less than i
i
rmin . As well 
as above, the error is estimated as a value Nk 2 . The demanded mesure we get after of passing 
to the limit.  
Let’s denonote by   the algebra generated by the class of open balls in  . So, we have 
constructed some finite additive set function 0  in  . It is easy to note that 0  is a restriction of 
a product measure into the  . The algebra   can uniquely be extended to the  -algebra   of 
subsets in   (see [1-6]). Corresponding continuation of a set function defined above to the  -
algebra   gives in   some measure and we get a measure space ( , , 0 ). Clearly, the  -
algebra   coinsides with the the  -algebra generated by cylinder sets.  
Definition 2. A subset A  is called to be a subset of zero measure if for any 0  
there exist open balls ,..., 21 BB  satisfying conditions: 
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2) none of these balls contains any other; 
3)  

1
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The inner and outer measures 0   and 0
  are defined by a similar way by using of 
covering with open balls satisfying the natural condition 2) above. Since each open ball can be 
enclosed in some cylinder set with a measure enough close to the measure of the ball, we have 
for any subset A   
       0 0A A A A        . 
We call now a subset A to be 0 -measurable in   if and only if the equality    0 0A A     is 
satisfied. Clearly, that the subset A is measurable iff there exist a subset D  for which the 
subset AD has a zero measure. The defined Lebesgue extension of a measure 0  is a regular 
measure and every 0 - measurable subset is measurable in the sense of product measure. Below 
we shall see that the definition of measureability differs from that in product meaning. 
3. Supplementary basic results 
Lemma 1. Let A be a subset of zero measure in the meaning of the definition 2, 0   
given number, and open balls ,..., 21 BB  satisfy the conditions: 
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Further, let for given Aa  we have 
Baa  )()( . 
Then one can find a natural number m such that 
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Proof. It is enough to show that one can find a natural number m satisfying the relation 
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Suppose the contrary. Let  
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for every natural m. Two cases are possible: 1) there exist a point )(a  belonging to infinite 
number of balls; 2) there will be a subsequence of elements )(, ajj   which does not 
contained in by any finite union of balls kB . We shall consider both possibilities separately and 
shall prove that they lead to the contradiction. 
1) Let 
1k
B , ,...,
32 kk
BB  be  sequence of all balls into which the element   belongs. We shall 
denote d  the distance from   to the bound of
1k
B . As 
1k
B is open set, then 0d . Let kB  be any 
ball of a radius 2/d  from the list above, containing the point . From the told it follows that 
the ball kB  should contained in the ball 1kB . But it contradicts the agreement accepted above. 
2) Let   be some limit point of the sequence ( j ). According to the condition of the 
lemma 3 sB  for some s . Let d  denotes the distance from   to the bound of sB . As   is a 
limit point, then a ball with the centre in the point   and radius 4/d  contains an infinite set of 
members of the sequence ( j ), say members ,..., 21 jj  . According to 1), each point of this 
sequence can belong only to finite number of balls. So, the specified sequence will be contained 
in a union of infinite subfamily of balls kB . Among them will be found infinitely many number 
of balls having radius 4/d . All of them, then, should contained in the ball sB . The received 
contradiction excludes the case 2) also. 
So, there exists such n  for which  )(a  nk kB . Lemma 1 is proved. 
The lemma 1 is not satisfied by any denumerable family of cylider subsets, as it is clear  
from the example above with some modification (we take a=(0, 0,…)).   
  Lemma 2. Let A  be a finite-symmetric subset of zero measure and )(= n  is an  
unbounded, monotonically increasing sequence of positive real numbers any finite subfamily of 
elements of which is linearly independent over the field of rational numbers. Let AB   be any 
open, in the Tychonoff  metric, subset with  <)(0 B , 
 }.}{}{|1{0=0 BtAttE   
Then, we have 00)( cEm   where 00 c  is an absolute constant, m  designates the Lebesgue 
measure. 
 Proof. Let   be any small positive number. As the numbers n  are linearly independent, 
for any finite permutation  , one has )}{()}{( )(21 nn tt    when 21 tt  ; otherwise we should 
receive the equality }{=}{ 21 ss tt   for some natural s  which is invariant for  . Then one has 
,=)( 21 ktt s  Zk . Further, writing out the similar equality for natural sr > , we get the rela- 
tion  
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for some integral 1k  which contradicts the linear independence of the numbers n . Hence, for 
any pair of various numbers 1t  and 2t  one has }|}){({})({ )(21    nn tt  (the outer brackets 
denote a set). By the conditions of the lemma 1, there exists a family of open balls ,..., 21 BB  such 
that each ball does not contain any other one from this family (the ball contained in by other one 
can be deleted) and  
.1.5<)(,
=1
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j
BBBA 
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Now we take some permutation   satisfying the equalities ,=(1) 1n  knk =)(...,  where  
natural numbers jn  are taken as below. Let NB  to denote the projection of the ball 1B , with  
11 =)(  B , into the subspace of first N  co-ordinate axes where the number N  is taken so that  
12<)(  NB . 
Let NB  be enclosed by a union of cubes with edge   and a total measure not exceeding 13  
having intersections over their boundary only. We put down Nk =  and define numbers knn ,...,1   
by using the following constraints  
1.0<,(1/4)<,...,(1/4)<,(1/4)<,1 1
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Now we take any cube with the edge   and with the centre in some point kmm 1)( . Then the 
point })({
mn
t  belongs to this cube, if  
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
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Since the interval )2/,2/(   mm  for sufficiently small   has a length 1.0  then the real 
numbers 
mn
t fractional parts of which lie in this interval have one and the same integral parts 
during continuous variation of t . So at 1=m , for some whole r , one has:  
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The measure of a set of such values of t  does not exceed the size 1
1

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intervals corresponding to different values of 
11
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So, the total measure of intervals satisfying (4) at 1m is less or equal to   
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Consider now the case 2=m . Taking one of intervals of a view (4), we will have  
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with some 
22
][= nnts   . As we consider the conditions (4) for the values 1m  and 2m  
simultaneously, we should estimate a total measure of intervals (6) which have nonempty 
intersections with intervals of a kind (5), using conditions (3). Every interval of a kind (6) is 
plased only in the one interval with the length 1
2

n  where the expression 2nt  has one and the 
same integral part s . The number of intervals with the length 1
2

n  having a nonempty 
intersection with one fixed interval of a kind (5) does not exceed the size  
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So, the measure of a set of values of t  for which intervals (6) have nonempty intersections only 
with one of intervals of a kind (5) is bounded by the value 1
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)(2  nnn  . Since, the number 
of intervals (5) is no more than 2
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n  then the measure of a set of values t  for which the 
condition (4) are satisfied simultaneously for 1m  and 2m  will be less or equal than  
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It is possible to continue these reasoning considering all of conditions of a kind  
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Then we find the following estimation for the measure )(m  of a set of those t  for which the 
points })({
mn
t  located in the given cube with the edge  :  
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Summarising over all such cubes, we receive the final estimation of a kind 13 c  for the  
measure of a set of those t  for which 1})({ Bt mn   with the absolute constant  
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 We notice that the sequence )(= n , satisfying the conditions (3) defined above, 
depends on  . For each ball kB  we fix some sequence k  using conditions (3). Considering all  
such balls, we designate 1,2,...}=|{=0 kk .  
Let 0Et  be any point. Taking }{  ta  and applying the lemma 1 we conclude that the 
set })({  t  is contained in the finite union  nk kB  for some n  and 
  
 nk kBBt \})({ . 
From here it follows that the set 0E  can be represented as a union of subsets ...1,2,=,kEk , 
where 
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 , in agree with [4, p. 368]. As the set kE  is a finite symmetric, then 
the measure of a set of values t , interesting us, is possible to estimate by using of any sequence 
k , since, as it has been shown above, the sets })({  t  for different values of t  have empty 
intersection. So, 
 ))((limsup)(
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where }})({|{=)(  ks skk BtEtE  . Hence, 
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s
s BtEtE  . Applying the inequality found above, we receive: 
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This result invariable for all r  beginnig from some natural )(krr  . Taking limsup, as 
k , we receive the demanded result. The proof of the lemma 1 is finished. 
4. Main theorem 
The projection of the curve 1})({ nnt in two dimensional plane, i. e. the curve     21 ,  tt  
has zero measure. By the theorem of Fubini, then, the product Lebesgue measure of the curve 
1})({ nnt  is also equal to zero. The following theorem shows that in the meaning of inroduced 
measure the behaviour of the curve 1})({ nnt is currently different.   
 Theorem. Let the sequence  n  be an unbounded sequence of positive real numbers every 
finite subfamily of elements of which is linearly independent over the field of rational numbers. 
Then the curve    ]1,0[, tt n  is not 0 -measurable set in  . 
 Proof. Let’s suppose the converse statement. Let the curve    ]1,0[, tt n  be measurable. 
Then it has a zero measure. Therefore, the union  10 })({  t tU  as a set constructed from 
the curve    ]1,0[, tt n  by an action of the group   of all finite permutations has zero measure 
also, since it is a denumerable union of sets of zero measure. The set U  is a finite-symmetric. 
Let n  be any natural number. If we take a projection of the set U  to   by omitting the first n  
coordinates (restricting the sequence   nt ), we get again the set nU  of zero measure. Really, 
the set U  can be overlapped by the union of balls with the total measure of not exceeding 0 . 
Restricting the ball ),( 0 B  by omitting the first n  coordinates, and denoting the projection by  
NS , we get  
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then denoting the projection of the point 0  by 0  , we have ),( 0 
N
N eBS  , and 0
Ne  as 
0  for any fixed N . From this one deduces the demanded statement. 
 Consider the sequence of sets n
n
n UV  ]1,0[ ,  Nn . It is obviously that 1 nn VV . Let  




1n
nVV . We have   0nV  for all values of n . Therefore, also   0V , and the set V  is 
finite symmetrical. Then, there will be found some enumarable family of balls rB  with a total 
measure not exseeding   the union of which contains the set V . For every fixed natural n we 
define the set )(  tn  as a closed set of all limit points of the sequence 
  |{)(n )1(  })(1 nn   . 
 Let  
 VttB n }{|{=)( }})({'
1



r rn
Bt ,  1,2,...=n . 
For every t  the sequence })({1   tn  is a subsequence of the sequence })({ tn . Therefore, 
  })({1 tn })({ tn  and we have 
1)()(  nn BB . Then, one gets the inequality  
)(sup)( )(n
n
BmBm   denoting )(= n
n
BB  .  
Let's estimate )( )(nBm . The set })({'  tn  is a closed set. Clearly, if we will "truncate" the  
sequences }{ t , remaining only components }{ kt  with indexes greater than n , and will denote 
the truncated sequence as }{t , then the set )}({'  t  also will be closed. Now we consider 
the products }}{{[0,1]  tn  (external brackets designate the set of one element) for every t . We 
have  
 .}}{{[0,1]}{ Vtt n   
Let nn ]1,0[),...,( 1   is any point. There exist a neighborhood 
nV ]1,0[  of this point 
such that  ,)}{,,...,( 1 r rn BWVt  for some neighborhood W  of the point }{ t . We, 
therefore, supplied every point nn ]1,0[),...,( 1   with some pare of open sets  WV , . Since the 
set  n]1,0[  is closed, then they can be found a finite number of open sets V   the union of which 
contains n]1,0[ . The intersection of corresponding open sets W , being an open set, contains the 
point }{ t . Therefore, for some finite set of indexes R  we have 
 ,]1,0[}}{{[0,1] r
Rr
nn BWWVt 

 (7) 
for each considered point t . It is clear that the set R  depends on the point t and rRr BW    
when rB  denotes the open set of trancated elements of rB . The similar to (7) relationship is fair 
in the case when the point }{ t  would be replaced by any limit point   of the sequence 
})({  t  also, because rB . If one denotes by B  the union of all open sets of a kind rRr B  
corresponding to every possible values of t  and of a limit point  , we shall receive the relation  
 ,[0,1]}}{{[0,1]}{
1
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for each considered values of t  and  
 ,[0,1]}{[0,1]}{
1



r r
nn BBA  
for each limit point . From this it follows the inequality 
    )(]1,0[ *0*0 BBn , 
where *  means an outer  measure. The set B  is open and Bt  )}({ . Now we can apply 
the lemma 1 and receive an estimation cBm n 6)( )(  . Thus, we have cBm 6)(  . Since   could 
be chosen arbitrarily small then there exist t  such that Bt  . So, )(kBt  for every ,...2,1k . 
Consequently, for every k , there is a limit point 
rrk
B\  of the sequence })({ tn . As the 
set 
rr
B\  is closed, the limit point })({= t  of the sequence )( k  will belong to the set 
rr
B\ . Therefore,  1}{  r rBt  which contradicts the conditions of the theorem. Then the curve 
   ]1,0[, tt n  could not be 0 -measurable. The proof of the theorem is finished.  
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